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without depositing  a  sediment   in   the.  storage   receptacle.
(S3) The I : 10 aqueous solution should imt readily decompose,
(IJ) The li(|uid should not corrode the machine tools or the
work ; and, on the contrary, should protect them from rust
ing.    CO The oil should not have any unpleasant smell.
Tho neutral fats are insoluble in water, and will nut. mix
with that liquid unless they an* in the form of alkali Halts.
Thorn is, therefore, no nuch tiling as a Hohd»le oil, properly
speaking, but there are soluble soaps, <>r oils which are
miscible with water by weans of the. soap they contain.
Two bodies which are not mutually soluble may heroine,
wiseible on the addition of a third substance which in soluble
in one* or other of them, or when the mixture of the two
ingredients in soluble in the third substance.
The oleate is won* soluble than the stearate, and ik more
readily soluble, in hydrocarbons when it contains an excess
of olein, though the solution becomes cloudy when the excess
is large.
A mixture composed of I part of oleie acid and *J parts of
mineral oil is cloudy or opalescent, but will clarify on the
addition of ()>1J5 part of alcoholic alkali, If a larger propor-
tion of alkali be added, the liquid becomes turbid at the plane
of contact, but will clear up when the mixture is shaken,
until O'H part of alcoholic', liquid containing H per cent, of
ammonia ban been added. When this point ban been reached
the oil remains opalescent, even after prolonged shaking, the
amount of alkali being excessive,
A mixture of equal parts of mineral oil, olcic acid, and
the above alcoholic alkali given a clear liquid which fonus a
stable, milky emulsion with U to 10 parts of water.
If kj parls of liquid paraffin (paraffin mn iiqttitlum) he mixed
with 1 part of ohu'c, acid and ()**2A part of alc.ohol, a cdcmr
li(juid is also obtained; but on the amount of alcohol beinfjf
increased, the same turbidity occurs an when too much oleie
acid or alcoholic alkali is used. The mixture, turns cloudy
first at the plane of contact with the alcohol, and then elearn
again on shaking; but when the. proportion of alc.ohol
roachoH O'H per cent, an emulsion ib formed.
The alcohol is the bond of union connecting the uneoni-

